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About This Game

  The lines between good and bad have been blurred and crime and terror run rampant in the streets. The alleys, rooftops and
sewers are crawling with criminals and brutal gangs. And now, Underboss — in a daring escape — has broken out of prison and
is ruling with vicious darkness. The city is in need of saviors and only masked hero vigilantes answer the call... you answer the

call.

Key Features

Play as two unique Watchmen characters, each with their ownabilities:
Rorschach, a feral, street-wise fighter who can disarm enemies to use their own weapons against them
Nite Owl, a refined fighter who uses martial arts expertise and high-tech wizardry
Fight and watch the blood fly through six chapters of gut-wrenching in your face action.
Intense, visceral — battles fight up to 20 enemies at the same time with bloody, street-fighting moves.
Clean up the streets with friends in split screen co-op multiplayer competition or solo
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Terrible, just terrible. Don't even think about buying it.. I think this game has been made for elderly people because the loading
takes ages..
The main menu 1 minute and after that another minute for the introduction and then another minute for the cinematics and half
a minute for the game, i paid only 1euro in a store but i regret it.
. the more people you play it with, the better!. Hardcore golf, I have not played the previous part, I will buy it later, but for now
I like everything, I would like to have at least some help with mistakes, but maybe then it would be too casual, I don\u2019t
know, I likeHardcore golf, I have not played the previous part, I will buy it later, but for now I like everything, I would like to
have at least some help with mistakes, but maybe then it would be too casual, I don\u2019t know, I like. This is a super fun
game for all ages, it makes you think but more than anything it's fun! I kind of want to go as a monster with a number on my
chest for Halloween too. The monsters are super cute, the music is great and overall it's a super rad game. I highly recommend
it!. Kinda unnecessary tbh. The game was better on the ps2. The fov is so bad you get a headace after 30 minutes. And theres no
way to fix it, even changing the .ini files. The graphics even from the time were bad, cod2 just ♥♥♥♥♥ all over it. But it has
good gameplay. Its a classic, but not worth spending more than 2 dollars (i bought it on the "sale" for 6 dollars-big mistake..
Very family friendly game and cute. Simple puzzles, very casual and lots of collecting things. Fun Dragon character and not a
huge in depth story or is the game difficult either. Did I die some playing? Sure, but quick to recover and carry on. This Dragon
is all about the treasure!

Completed the game in a single sitting, first playing, in about an hour. For those who want achievements you can aim for speed
and collecting all the treasure to unlock five star rankings too.

Very nice price, simple game, good for general relaxing. Great for young and new gamers!. Fun but needs multiplayer for even
better experience. This game is the equivalent of Candy Crush. Therefore, if you're bored as hell, go ahead and waste a dollar on
this game.
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And I thought Bad Rats was bad ._.. A steam coupon led me to this game; I got 75% off upon crafting a badge, bought this game
and jumped right in not knowing what it was about. It turned out to be a very fantastic game. The graphics are beautiful, and the
best part is that I've had no issues running it on my computer at all. No dropped frames (which is normally the case in more
graphics intensive games). The narrative was very interesting, beautifully written. I also have a bias for psychological horrors so
it worked in my favor lol

As a combat horror game it still managed to be pretty scary, puzzles were interesting (though I wish they'd be a bit more
challenging). I am currently in the process of running through the game several times over to collect all of the
achievements/easter eggs, so obviously great replay value.

All in all, it's definitely a game I would recommend others to play.. My upgrades are not showing up otherwise I am sure i would
be very happy to write a great review.
. The video far surpasses the game. I'm a graphics guy, I LOVES me some graphics! And this game has a pretty sweet look to it.
(what made me buy it) But.. There's just no stuff! weapons, usable parts, I mean, my guns are never enough, I have managed to
kill a few times without someone calling in every other mob on the board but most of the time I just have to try again and
again.... and again. This game has great potential. but I feel it keeps fun just out of reach by way of under powered weapons and
not enough you can do with them. be cool if mobs re-spawned in completed areas so you could build scrap and hone your
tactics. I can't recommend it as is unless you can pick it up cheap (I paid 22 bucks on sail, and don't feel ripped off like I would
if I paid 40 or 50). Gonna keep an eye on it a while and see if they fix it up. So... yea, I'm not uninstalling it quite yet.. Fun little
puzzle game, can be a bit of a challenge, but I'd say get it on sale or with a bundle package if possible.. Got this for the nostalgia,
wasn't disappointed!

Hasn't aged well but I still enjoy it!

6/10. Killing commies is great fun!

10/10 would kill digital Charlie again!. I definitely recommend it! A very atmospheric game with an interesting plot. What is
worth noting is that this isn't mentioned anywhere in the game, but here are 3 campaigns (Imperial, Pagan, Renaissance), so You
can have more of a game than You probably could thought after purchase. As for the game itself, mechanics and balance of the
game are very well done.. This is the most irritating and unfunny game I have ever played. If you need to grind your teeth into
dust just play this for an hour or two. The soundtrack has stolen parts of Hitman Contracts' soundtrack in it, that is the only good
part, slightly tainted by the thievery. ♥♥♥♥ you Tolah for buying me this game, and ♥♥♥♥ everyone involved in this games
creation and distribution.. A very good looking, but terrible beat-em-up. If you're REALLY into LWA and can look past the
terrible gameplay then you'll be able to have some fun with it.
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